late as 1967. Even more striking than the suddenness of this development, however, is the way in which it has occurred. In most cases, theretofore independent corporations turned themselves into subsidiaries by reversing normal corporate biology and creating their own parents. 8 The reasons for such a seemingly unusual procedure, and indeed for the megasubsidiary phenomenon as a whole, are grounded in part on legal and economic considerations unique to each business sector. However, some considerations are common to virtually all of the sectors affected. Because the phenomenon is particularly pervasive and well documented in commercial banking, an account of the way it developed in that sector sheds light on the phenomenon as a whole.
i. Megasubsidiaries in the Regulated Area; The Case of Commercial Banking. -Commercial banking is a regulated business. As one aspect of this regulation, the types of activity in which a banking corporation may legally engage are normally quite limited. A national bank may carry on "the business of banking," "' and has "incidental powers . . . necessary to carry on the business of banking," 20 but is not empowered to engage in any business activity which is neither banking nor incidental thereto. Nor can a national bank, or a state-bank member of the federal reserve system, carry on a nonbanking business through a subsidiary."' And the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 made it illegal for any corporation controlling two or more banks to engage in any business other than banking, or to own voting shares of any corporation except one engaged in banking 21 or one "all the activities of which are of a financial, fiduciary, or insurance nature and which the [Federal Reserve] Board . . . has determined to be so closely related to the business of banking or of managing or controlling banks as to be a proper incident thereto." 23 18 See MooDys MAsuArs under the corporations named in text at pp. i578-79 supra; pp. i581, 1584 infra.
In the message-communications sector, however, only one of the four corporations named in the text -Western Union-falls into the pattern described. 9 National Bank Act of 1864, § 5, 12 U.S.C. § 21 (2964). 201 2 U.S.C. § 24 (Supp. V, 1970) , amending National Bank Act of x864, § 8, ch. io6, § 8, 13 Stat. ior. 
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[V01. 84:1577 There was, however, a gap in the statutory restrictions on nonbanking activities. The Bank Holding Company Act (until amended in 1970 24) was not applicable to parent corporations holding the stock of only one bank -one-bank holding companies.
2 ' This gap assumed great significance in the mid-i96o's, when a number of major banks became eager to engage in various new activities which might or might not have been permissible or permitted by the regulatory authorities -electronic data processing, equipment leasing, the operation of commingled investment funds, factoring, customs brokerage, credit reporting, warehousing, selling insurance, and managing travel agencies. Taking advantage of this gap in the regulatory net, these banks proceeded to turn themselves into wholly owned subsidiaries of parents which they themselves created. Since the parent did not itself engage in banking, it was not subject to restrictions applicable to banking corporations; and since the parent held only one banking subsidiary, it was not subject to the restrictions of the Bank Holding Company Act. The resulting corporate complex was free to go into any business, either directly through the parent, or indirectly through subsidiaries other than the bank, and therefore to deploy its capital in whatever way seemed most profitable. Several important collateral advantages also followed from the new corporate structure. For one thing, the parent could finance its activities and those of its nonbanking subsidiaries free of the legal restrictions applicable to the financing of banks."
There were a number of other relatively limited exceptions. For example, the Act permitted retention, for a limited period, of "shares acquired by a bank in satisfaction of a debt previously contracted in good faith." Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, § 4(c)(2), 12 U.S.C. § 1843(c)(2) (1964) .
2 4 See pp. 1582-83 infra.
2 One supposed justification for this exception was that the Act was aimed primarily at the use of holding companies to achieve interstate branching or de facto branching in states where branching is prohibited, and that one-bank holding companies usually do not pose these particular problems. Note Many or most of the newly formed one-bank holding companies have restricted
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For another, stock in the potentially diversified parent might command a higher multiple than stock in a regulated business. 28 Thus while bank stocks traditionally were traded over-the-counter, 2 9 many bank-holding companies have listed their stock: the holding companies of First National City, Manufacturers Hanover, Morgan Guaranty, Chemical, Bankers Trust, and Irving Trust were listed on the New York Stock Exchange within the space of eight months. 3°C hiefly as a result of such considerations, over three hundred and fifty one-bank holding companies have been formed since 1965 -most of them, including many of those formed by very large banks, since mid-1968. 31 As of May 1970, one-bank holding companies held deposits of $i8o billion-up from $i5.i billion in 1965 -and accounted for forty-one percent of total commercial bank deposits. 32 The five largest commercial banking institutions, ten of the fifteen largest, and nineteen of the fifty largest, are now one-bank holding companies. 3 " Meanwhile, the number of multibank holding companies has also been growing rapidly, and more than doubled between 1965 and the end of 197o.
3
" Indeed, many of the fifty largest commercial banking institutions which are not one-bank holding companies are multibank holding companies. 3 5 Such companies and their affiliates now account for fifteen percent of total bank deposits, 36 so that bank holding companies as a class account for more than half of such deposits.
The movement to one-bank holding companies may be slowed themselves to business activities of a financial nature. bring such companies under the provisions of the Bank Holding Company Act." However, the amendments are unlikely to cause existing holding companies to readopt a simple corporate structure, since they do not appear to make a holding-company structure less advantageous than other corporate structures available to banking institutions." The principal effect of the amendments on existing corporate structures is therefore likely to be that some one-bank holding companies will convert to multibank holding companies, since the comparative legal advantages of the onebank form are no longer available. 3 9 Commercial banking presents a particularly dramatic case of the increased use of wholly owned megasubsidiaries to conduct business. However, as has already been seen, a comparable pattern now prevails or is coming to prevail in most of the other major sectors of the regulated area -transportation, insurance, savings banks, and message communications." By and large, the dominant themes of the one-bank holding company movement are echoed in these sectors. The manner of development has been comparable-operating companies have created holding companies to be their own parents. The chronology has been comparable-most of the activity has occurred since I955."' And 4" One major regulated area not dominated by holding companies is public utilities, where holding companies were brought to heel by the death-sentence clause of the Public Utility Holding Company Act, see note I7 supra. Even in this area, however, holding companies never entirely disappeared and now appear to be staging a comeback. See 4 L. Loss, supra note 17, at 2276-77 (Supp. 1969) .
41 One index of the rapidity of the entire development is that while only one holding company was newly listed on the New York Stock Exchange in x967, thirteen were newly listed in 1968, and in 1969 twelve were newly listed and another twelve already listed companies were converted into holding companies. NEw YORK STOCK EXCHANGE, z968 FACT BOOK 30-31; NaW YORK STOCK EXCHANcE, 1969 FACT BOOK 32-33; NEw YORK STOCK EXCHANGE, i970 Listing data also reflects the strong relationship between adoption of the holdingcompany form and the marketing of stock. For example, in 1968 and 1969, ten
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.3EGASUBSIDIARIES the reasons have been comparable -a desire to diversify into nonregulated business; sometimes related to the regulated business, sometimes not; a desire to escape at least partially from capital-structure limitations characteristic of the regulated business; and a desire to upgrade the sex appeal of the corporation's stock. 42 2. Megasubsidiaries in the Nonregulated Area. -While this pattern is predominantly to be found in the regulated sectors, it seems to be spreading to the nonregulated area. Of course, some corporations engaged in nonregulated businesses have traditionally operated in holding-company form. 4 3 Until recently, however, the trend in the nonregulated area had been away from holdingcompany structures toward corporate simplification. 44 But in the last year or two, the trend seems to have been abruptly reversed, as several important nonregulated companies have followed the pattern established in the regulated area. [Vol. 84:1577 would substantially increase "flexibility in the assignment and deployment of personnel," and would "provide a more advantageous vehicle for future acquisitions and further diversification." 5o
B. Publicly Held Megasubsidiaries
In most of the cases considered thus far, substantially all of the operating assets under the control of a corporate complex are owned by one or more megasubsidiaries, which in turn are one hundred percent or close to one hundred percent owned by the parent. A second type of megasubsidiary which has also become increasingly significant within recent years is that in which members of the public hold a significant stock interest -publicly held megasubsidiaries. Taken as a class, complexes involving publicly held megasubsidiaries tend to differ from complexes involving wholly owned megasubsidiaries in three major characteristics other than the percentage of the parent's ownership: (i) they are usually engaged in nonregulated businesses; (2) the parent is usually an operating, rather than a holding company, so that subsidiaries hold less than substantially all of the complex's operating assets; and (3) while the megasubsidiary is frequently large enough to be listed on a major stock exchange, it is usually not industry dominant.
Most of the publicly held megasubsidiaries have been generated by two corporate financial techniques which are relatively new in extent of application, if not in conception. The first of these is the takeover bid, which may be defined as a "technique of acquiring control of a corporation by making a public offer to purchase a part of the corporation's stock at a fixed price." "1 When, as is usually the case, the target corporation is publicly held, the bidder is itself a corporation, and the bid involves an amount of the target's stock sufficient to give the bidder effective control, 2 then the effect of a successful takeover bid is to convert a theretofore independent corporation into a publicly held subsidiary. Use of takeover bids on an important scale began in the early i96o's. While not unknown before then, they appear to have been rare; 53 as recently as in i96o only eight takeover bids were made for corporations listed on the New York or American Stock Exchanges. By contrast, in 1965 there were forty-four bids for corporations listed on one of those exchanges, and in 1966, over one hundred. 5 4 The second important technique for creating publicly held subsidiaries is sometimes referred to as a partial spinoff. Under this technique, the parent of a theretofore wholly owned subsidiary distributes a minority interest in the subsidiary to the parent's shareholders, or, in a variant, sells or causes the subsidiary to sell a minority stock interest to the parent's shareholders or to the public directly. The result is to convert a wholly owned subsidiary into a subsidiary that is publicly held. 5 "
The first prominent use of this technique occurred in 1964, when Ling-Temco-Vought, Incorporated placed most of its operating assets into three newly created subsidiaries, and then offered a minority stock interest in each of the subsidiaries to its shareholders in exchange for L-T-V stock and cash. Undoubtedly the most important reason for this transaction was its anticipated effect on L-T-V stock. Once a portion of the subsidiaries' stock became publicly held, it was actively traded, so that a market value was established for the stock of each subsidiary. The total market value of the subsidiaries' stock was substantially greater than either the total book value of the subsidiaries' assets, or the prespinoff total market value of L-T-V's stock. Since L-T-V had retained most of the subsidiaries' stock, the result was a dramatic appreciation in the price of L-T-V stock. Another reason which was stressed by L-T-V for partial spinoffs was that executives of The number of corporations turned into subsidiaries as a result of takeover bids is, of course, less than the total number of bids. Not all bids are successfulalthough a high percentage are, see Austin & Fishman, supra note 53, at 13 (Table  17) -and many successful bids are followed by a merger between the bidding and the target corporation, thereby eliminating the parent-subsidiary relationship.
" A subsidiary in which persons other than the parent hold a significant interest may also result from the subsidiary having been originally organized by the parent and other persons. Usually this technique is confined to joint ventures, and normally in such cases the joint venturers enter into a preincorporation agreement delineating the rights of each party. This technique therefore normally does not pose the same problems, vis-a-vis the outside shareholders, as takeover bids and partial spinoffs, where the outside shareholders' rights are left to general corporate law. See pp. 1612-I9 infra. each subsidiary could be given stock options whose value depended on the performance of the subsidiary's business, rather than the performance of the corporate complex as a whole."
There are other advantages in the use of this technique. Stock in a publicly held subsidiary corporation is probably more convenient security for prospective lenders to the parent than divisional assets. Subsidiaries are able to issue their own securities, which will apply to only a portion of the parent's assets. Also, a partial spinoff can be used to raise cash for either the parent or the subsidiary, or to conserve cash through distribution of stock in a subsidiary in lieu of a cash dividend. 7 Over the years, L-T-V has created a number of publicly held megasubsidiaries' s Other major corporations, such as Armour and Gulf & Western, have followed L-T-V's lead. 9 A partial spinoff is, of course, particularly suitable for corporations composed of disparate businesses, since each business is presumably easily able to take on a separate identity. Given the growth of such corporations 60 and the advantages of a partial spinoff, use of this technique seems here to stay.
C. The Corporate Law Implications of the
Megasubsidiary Phenomenon This dramatic proliferation of megasubsidiaries poses a difficult problem for corporate law. A major function of the corporate statutes is to allocate powers between shareholders and management. Characteristically, the statutes provide that certain corporate actions normally must be effected or approved by the body of shareholders 01 or by the holders of a designated percentage of outstanding shares. 62 Suppose that a subsidiary proposes to take an action which comes within the statutory province of shareholders. Who are then "the shareholders" whose approval is statutorily required -the parent or the parent's shareholders? If the parent, which of its corporate organs has power to determine whether the approval will be forthcoming -its board or the body of its shareholders? 63 It appears to have been commonly assumed that the power to vote a subsidiary's stock inheres in the parent's board. 6 This assumption may be adequate in the case of the usual subsidiary -one which is wholly owned by its parent, and which itself holds only an insubstantial share of the total assets within the parent's control. In such cases, a rule that the parent's board votes the parent's stock in the subsidiary would usually be unobjectionable. Since by hypothesis the subsidiary is wholly owned by the parent, no one except the parent's shareholders would normally have a recognizable interest in the identity of the persons who vote the subsidiary's stock; and since by hypothesis the subsidiary does not account for a significant portion of the assets within control of the corporate complex, the parent's shareholders would usually be indifferent even to major changes in the subsidiary's structure or enterprise.
However, in the case of subsidiaries which do account for a significant amount of the assets within the complex's control, or which are controlled but less than wholly owned by another corporation, a rule that the parent's board had power to vote the parent's stock in the subsidiary would have a real bite. If the subsidiary played a significant economic role in the corporate complex, the parent's shareholders might have a substantial interest in certain types of action which the subsidiary might undertake; while if the subsidiary were publicly held, the minority shareholders might have a substantial interest in the manner in which the parent exercised its control. It is the thesis of this article that in some such cases, at least, the right to vote the subsidiary's stock either inheres in the parent and is exercisable by the body of the parent's shareholders, or passes through the 8o3(a), 9m3(a) (McKinney Supp. 1971) ; id. at § § 9o9(a), iooi (McKinney 1963 REV. i, 6o-68 (1969) .
"' For a discussion of the significance of voting rights in publicly held corporations, see Eisenberg, supra note 62, at 21-6o.
It should be observed that while this article is centered on the large publicly held corporation, essentially the same issues can arise in the context of much smaller corporations. See, e.g., Baum v. Baum Holding Co., 158 Neb. 197 parent directly to the parent's shareholders. Within this article, Part II will consider wholly owned subsidiaries which hold substantially all of the assets owned by the corporate complex ("economically dominant" subsidiaries); Part III will consider wholly owned subsidiaries which own less than substantially all such assets ("significant" and less-than-significant subsidiaries); and Part IV will consider subsidiaries in which persons other than the parent own a significant interest ("publicly held" subsidiaries).
The balance of this article is also organized on the principle that the allocation of corporate powers is most profitably discussed in the context of particular transactions. In particular, the focus will be on those transactions that normally require shareholder vote under the corporate statutes-sale of substantially all assets, merger, election of directors, certificate amendment, and dissolution. Most of the relevant principles will be developed in the context of an economically dominant subsidiary which proposes to engage in one of the first two types of transactions. The remainder of Part II will inquire whether the principles so developed are applicable to other transactions, and Parts III and IV will inquire whether those principles are applicable to other types of subsidiaries.
II. WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARIES WHICH HOLD SUBSTANTIALLY ALL OF THE ASSETS OWNED BY THE CORPORATE COMPLEX (ECONOMICALLY DOMINANT SUBSIDIARIES)
A. Sale of Substantially All Assets and Merger
Under the corporate statutes, a sale of substantially all assets normally must be approved by the holders of a majority or twothirds of the selling corporation's outstanding shares, and a merger normally must be approved by the holders of a majority or two-thirds of the outstanding shares of both corporate parties. Those requirements follow naturally from the economics of such transactions. If a corporation sells substantially all of its assets for cash, the result will generally be a significant restructuring of the corporation's enterprise, from the active operation of a going business to the passive ownership of cash. If two corporations engage in a merger involving an exchange of stock of one for assets of the other, the result will normally be a significant restructuring of the enterprise (and ownership) of each." " See Eisenberg, supra note 62, at 61-66. If the surviving party to a merger is substantially larger than the nonsurvivor, the merger will normally not result in a significant restructuring of the survivor.
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Assume now that a wholly owned subsidiary which holds substantially all of the assets owned by a corporate complex proposes to sell those assets for cash, or to exchange its assets for the stock of a merger partner. Who has the right to vote the subsidiary's stock to approve or refuse to approve the transaction?
i. Solution One. -The parent is entitled to vote the subsidiary's stock, and the parent's shareholders as a body to determine how the parent will vote. Since in form, at least, the parent is the subsidiary's shareholder, one approach to the problem would be to accept this form as governing, and deem the parent entitled to vote the subsidiary's stock. Even under this approach, however, a question remains: which of the parent's corporate organs determines how the parent's shares will be voted?
Exactly why this question would remain requires some ex- The seven jurisdictions and one model code which are referred to in this footnote (and elsewhere throughout the article) are fairly representative of corporate statutory law as a whole. See Eisenberg, supra note 62, at 6o-6i. [Vol. 84:1577 ever, the statutes do not designate which corporate organ can exercise that power.
HARVARD LAW REVIEW
9 A priori, any given corporate power might be exercisable either by the body of shareholders or by the board.
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It is sometimes assumed, however, that the body of shareholders has only those powers specifically conferred upon it by statute, and that all other corporate powers vest in the board.
7 Under such a system, whenever the statute failed to specify how a corporate power was to be exercised -as in the case of the power to vote stock in another corporation -it would normally be exercisable by the board.
This assumption, however, is not solidly supported by either statutory or case law. Most corporate statutes do not in terms confer upon the board all corporate powers not specifically reserved to the shareholders. Instead, the only general power typically conferred upon the board by most statutes is the power "to manage the business of the corporation," or its "business and affairs." 72 The meaning of such terms in common usage, the common law background out of which the statutes arose, 7 3 and the general principles of corporate law recognized in the works of leading corporate commentators 14 all indicate that such provisions were not intended to vest the board with power to exercise all corporate powers not reserved to the shareholders, but only with power to make business decisions and set business policy, within the framework of the corporate structure at the time the decision is made. Power to make decisions which work a material change in that structure was reserved for the shareholders.
Thus other consideration. The indenture under which the new debentures were to be issued provided that during a twelve-year period Cuba would not, over the objection of stated proportions of debenture holders, sell the stock of Compania Cubana, a subsidiary whose stock constituted Cuba's only substantial asset, or of Consolidated Railroads, a subsidiary of Compania; create a mortgage on the assets of either subsidiary; or recapitalize or reorganize either subsidiary. Cuba shareholders sued to enjoin consummation of the plan on the ground, inter alia, that it was beyond the powers of the board. The court granted injunctive relief:
While the power of directors to agree on the terms of payment of the Company's debt and to arrange for security cannot be doubted, yet when they plan so to exercise the power as to change substantially the capital structure of the Company and to control in important respects the discretion of their successors and of the stockholders for a long period, they should seek the approval of the stockholders before committing the Company. 7 " Many other cases have recognized that the body of shareholders has certain specific powers, even though such powers are not explicitly conferred upon the shareholders either by statute or the corporation's governing instruments. For example, the New York Court of Appeals in Auer v. Dressel, 7 and the Delaware Chancellor in Campbell v. Loew's, Inc., 7 " have both held that the body of shareholders has "inherent" power to remove a director for cause, notwithstanding that such a power was not conferred upon that body by statute, certificate of incorporation, or bylaw (and in Auer, notwithstanding a certificate provision which vested the board with such a power 79) .0 Cases have also held that the body of shareholders has inherent power to fill newly created directorships between annual meetings, notwithstanding the absence of a statutory, certificate, or bylaw Vol. 84:1577 provision to that effect, 1 and indeed even in the face of a bylaw 82 or statute s3 providing that the board of directors has power to fill such positions. Similarly, it appears settled that the body of shareholders has the inherent power to appoint an independent public auditor for the corporation, or to require the corporation to issue certain types of reports, such as postmeeting reports, although the statute, certificate, and bylaws are silent on the point.
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Granted that the power to vote the stock held by a parent in a subsidiary might a priori be exercisable either by the parent's board or the body of its shareholders, the question remains as to which organ may exercise that power in the case of a proposal by an economically dominant subsidiary to sell its assets -comprising, by hypothesis, substantially all of the assets owned by the corporate complex -or to merge with another corporation. Certainly such a transaction would transcend the power of the parent's board to "manage the business" of the parent. So much is indicated not only by the economic nature of the transaction, but also by the statutes themselves, which provide that such transactions must normally be approved by the shareholders. Furthermore, a major purpose of the statutory requirement of shareholder approval for a merger or a sale of substantially all assets is to prevent consummation of such transactions by management action alone, without approval by those who own the equity underlying the corporate enterprise. That purpose would be completely subverted if a parent-subsidiary complex, substantially all of whose assets were held by a wholly owned subsidiary, could sell those assets, or merge the entity in which they are enveloped, merely by the concurrent action of the parent's and subsidiary's boards -two bodies which may, indeed, have an identical composition. Thus the first possible solution to (1926) .
the problem at hand is that while the parent is entitled to vote the subsidiary's stock on such transactions, the body of the parent's shareholders is the corporate organ which determines how the parent will vote. 2. Solution Two.-For purposes of the relevant statutory provisions, the parent's shareholders are entitled to vote the subsidiary's stock directly. The first solution, while undoubtedly preferable to permitting the parent's board to vote the subsidiary's stock on such transactions, still has two significant drawbacks.
First, most statutes provide that a merger or a sale of substantially all assets requires approval by the holders of a majority or two-thirds of the corporation's total outstanding shares. That requirement would be negated under the first solution. If the parent is deemed entitled to vote the subsidiary's stock, the issue to be decided by the body of shareholders would be how the stock as a unit should be voted. The body of shareholders, however, acts by a simple majority of the votes cast or present at a duly constituted meeting -not by a percentage of total outstanding shares." In most publicly held corporations, a quorum consists of a majority of outstanding shares, and often less." 0 Under the first solution, therefore, a sale of substantially all of the assets held by the corporate complex, or a merger of the entity in which those assets were enveloped, could be approved by just over twenty-five percent of the parent's total outstanding shares, and by even less than twenty-five percent where the parent's bylaws provided for a less-than-majority quorum.
Furthermore, the first solution is predicated on the assumption that the relevant statute confers upon the board only the power to manage the corporation's business, or its business and affairs, and that there is no relevant certificate or bylaw provision. Some statutes, however, confer upon the board all powers not specifically reserved to the shareholders." Even where this is not so, the certificate may contain such a provision. 88 sometimes contain a boilerplate provision specifically conferring upon the board " or even upon a designated officer 90 the power to vote shares of stock which the corporation owns. Both of these drawbacks stem from the fact that under the first approach the parent is deemed to be the subsidiary's shareholder. Accordingly, both would be eliminated by treating the parent's shareholders as entitled to vote the subsidiary's stock on an individual basis-that is, by passing the right to vote the subsidiary's stock on such transactions through the parent to the parent's shareholders. Each shareholder in the parent corporation would thus be entitled to vote that proportion of the subsidiary's stock which equalled his proportionate holding of the stock of the parent. Since the subsidiary's stock would be voted in parcels, rather than as a unit, the integrity of statutory requirements that a merger or sale of substantially all assets be approved by a majority or two-thirds of outstanding shares would be preserved. And since the right to vote the subsidiary's stock would inhere in the parent's shareholders rather than the parent as an entity, boilerplate provisions in the parent's certificate or bylaws concerning the voting of stock held by the parent would be irrelevant, as would generalized provisions (statutory or other- Arguments could be made, however, that such provisions should not be read to authorize a parent's board to vote the stock of an economically dominant subsidiary in favor of a sale of substantially all assets or a merger. A statutory or certificate provision conferring upon the board all corporate powers not reserved to the shareholders could be read, in light of the common law background of the corporate statutes, to refer to those powers necessary to manage the business of the corporation-not to the power to make fundamental or structural changes in the corporation. wise) conferring on the board the right to exercise corporate powers." While a pass-through of rights adhering to a subsidiary's stock might appear at first glance to be a novel conception, in fact the pass-through technique is no stranger to the corporate institution. For example, it has long been settled that in certain situations a shareholder may bring a derivative action asserting a claim on behalf of his corporation. But it is now also established that in an appropriate case a shareholder in a parent corporation can bring a derivative action on behalf of a subsidiary, despite the fact that technically he is not a shareholder in the subsidiary." Although there is some discord as to the precise theory justifying this result, the commentators are agreed that such an action may be brought even where the subsidiary's corporate entity would be respected for other purposes.
93 Thus in There are also a number of cases in which the shareholder's right to inspect books and records has been extended to cover the books and records of a subsidiary. As another example, in appropriate cases the right to recover damages awarded in a simple derivative action brought on a corporation's behalf may be passed through the corporation directly to its shareholders, so that those shareholders who are not barred on personal grounds can recover individually, on a pro rata basis according to their holdings. [Vol. 84:1577 permitting such actions, the law in effect permits the parent's right to bring an action on the subsidiary's behalf to be passed through the parent to the parent's shareholders. At least one policy reason for a double-derivative action is similar to the reason for permitting a pass-through of voting rights. Absent such a pass-through, a vital shareholder right (the right to a loyal and careful management) could be subverted merely by the insertion of an extra layer of entity between ownership and management. "The free use of holding companies . . . would prevent the righting of many wrongs, if an action [on a subsidiary's behalf] might not be maintained by a stockholder of a holding company." 94
Other existing pass-throughs involve the voting right itself. Many large corporations have created employee-pension trust funds whose investment policies are under the sole or joint control of the corporation's management, acting through the pension fund's trustees. Often such funds invest in stock of the employer corporation. To prevent management from voting such stock to perpetuate itself in office, many pension funds provide that the right to vote such stock is passed through the trustees to the employee beneficiaries.
95 One commentator listed ioi corporations which had adopted such pass-throughs, including many of the country's largest corporations, such as Chrysler, Ford, du Pont, Mobil, U.S. Steel, Alcoa, A & P, Standard Oil of New Jersey, and Sears, Roebuck." Some pension-fund passthroughs have been adopted voluntarily. Many others have been adopted to comply with the practices of the New York Stock Exchange; if a corporation which seeks an original or supplementary listing has a pension fund holding a material amount (approximately one percent or more) of its own voting stock, the Exchange requires, as a condition to listing, assurance that 
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JIEGASUBSIDIARIES the corporation will provide for a pass-through of the voting rights on that stocky Perhaps more in point for present purposes is another, somewhat less formalized, Exchange policy. If more than ten percent of the stock of a corporation which applies for listing is controlled by a closely held corporation, the Exchange normally requires, as a condition to listing, that the right to vote the listed stock be passed through the closely held corporation to its shareholders. 8 Indeed, where a significant part of the closely held corporation's stock is held in trust, the Exchange normally requires a second pass-through to the ultimate beneficiaries of the trust.
9
A pass-through has also been explicitly required by at least one legislature. Since 1966 the Pennsylvania Business Corporation Law has required a pass-through of voting rights in the case of a sale of substantially all assets by a subsidiary corporation, where the assets to be sold by the subsidiary constituted substantially all of the assets within the control of the parent-subsidiary complex. 100 This widespread use of voting pass-throughs 101 testifies, (1967) , which provides that "[tlhe sale . . . of property or assets by a direct or indirect subsidiary corporation which is controlled by a parent corporation shall also be deemed a sale . . . of property or assets of the parent corporation" for the purposes of the voting provisions applicable to a sale of substantially all assets. '01 Other expressions of support for the pass-through concept can be summoned. In Ex parte Holmes, 5 Cow. 426 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1826), a corporation's stock was held in trust for the corporation. The issue was whether the trustee could vote the stock. The court concluded that it could not, but stated in dicta that "if there could be a vote at all upon such stock, one would suppose that it must be by each stockholder of the company, in proportion to his interest in it." Id. at 434. Pass-throughs have also been advocated for situations in which a subsidiary holds stock in its parent. The normal rule is that the subsidiary cannot vote such stock. See pp. 601-02 and note 114 infra. It has been argued, however, that the right to vote that portion of the subsidiary's shares in the parent which is attrib-[Vol. 84: 15 77 among other things, to the feasibility of the device. Indeed, as used in the pension fund area, a pass-through results in the extension of the voting right to hundreds or thousands of otherwise nonenfranchised employees, while as applied to the shareholders of a parent with an economically dominant subsidiary, a passthrough would only result in a shareholder vote which would have been required in any event had a parent-subsidiary structure not been employed.
3. Legal Principles Supporting Pass-through.-Two related principles of existing law suggest that a pass-through is required when an economically dominant subsidiary proposes to sell its assets or merge with another corporation.
The first principle recognizes that statutes not only regulate activities within their literal scope, but often serve as an expression of legislative policies of wider application. That being so, legislative rules, like judicial rules, may be extended, by elaboration of the underlying principle and by analogy, to situations not precisely covered by the rule as originally formulated -and should be so extended if necessary to prevent subversion of the legislative policy. 102 This principle has found frequent reflection in corporate law, often in situations very similar to that under consideration. For example, in Aiple v. Twin City Barge & Towing Co., 10 the management of Twin City, a Minnesota corporation, wanted to increase its equity capital. Accordingly, management sought to amend Twin City's certificate of incorporation to authorize additional shares of common stock which could then be sold. Under the Minnesota statute, a certificate amendment normally had to be approved by the holders of two-thirds of a corporation's stock. Aiple, the owner of more than one-third of Twin City's outstanding stock, objected to the proposed amendment, 1 4
and it thus could not pass. Management then adopted an alternative plan, under which it organized a new subsidiary with authorized stock of fifty thousand shares, and transferred to the subsidiary the assets of a Twin City division and cash, in exutable to the outside shareholders of the subsidiary should be passed through to them. Note, If a wholly owned subsidiary which owns substantially all of the assets under the control of a parent-subsidiary complex could sell those assets, or merge with another corporation, without the approval of the parent's shareholders, or with the approval of only twenty-five percent or less of those shareholders, the saleof-substantially-all-assets and merger provisions would be similarly "circumvented . . . , thus leaving . . . stockholders without the protection that the statute was designed to give them."
The second principle supporting a pass-through-perhaps more accurately, a special case of the first principle-is that in applying statutory rules a corporate entity will be disregarded if regard for the entity would frustrate a statutory purpose. " [A] corporation will be looked upon as a legal entity as a general rule, and until sufficient reason to the contrary appears; but, when the notion of legal entity is used to defeat public convenience . . . the law will regard the corporation as an association of 41-42, 54-57, 67-68, 74-76 (1936) shareholder in a national bank corporation was at one time subject to so-called "double liability," under a statutory provision which made such a shareholder liable for the debts of the bank "to the amount of his stock therein, at the par value thereof in addition to the amount invested in such stock." 109 The question in Anderson v. Abbott was how to apply this statute when a national bank was a subsidiary corporation. The Supreme Court held that in such cases the parent's shareholders, rather than the parent, would be deemed shareholders of the bank subsidiary for purposes of the statutory double-liability provisions, on the ground that to hold otherwise would permit the purpose of those provisions to be undercut:
It has often been held that the interposition of a corporation will not be allowed to defeat a legislative policy, whether that was the aim or only the result of the arrangement ...
To allow this holding company device to succeed would be to put the policy of double liability at the mercy of corporation finance."1 0
The Court stressed that its conclusion was not based on a finding of intent to evade the statute."' Even more in point are several cases dealing directly with the effect of subsidiaries on the allocation of control over a corporate complex. It is well established that treasury stockstock of a corporation owned by the corporation itself -cannot be voted."' This rule is reflected in many corporate statutes by provisions such as, "Shares of its own stock belonging to a corporation shall not be voted, directly or indirectly. . . 2" "' Suppose, however, that a subsidiary holds shares of stocks in its parent. In that case the statute would not be literally applicable, since, at least in form, neither the parent nor the subsidiary would hold "shares of its own stock." Nevertheless, the cases hold that 
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the voting of such shares by the subsidiary is prohibited in a jurisdiction where such a statute is in effect:
That the shares of corporation A owned by it through its ownership of all the shares in corporation B are within the equity of this statute as well as within the mischief which it was intended to prevent, is too plain for argument.
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Applying the principle reflected in these cases to the problem at hand, the fact that there are two layers of corporate entity between shareholders and enterprise, rather than one, should not be allowed to defeat important shareholder rights established by statute. To preserve the integrity of statutory provisions requiring the approval of a designated percentage of outstanding shares for a sale of substantially all assets or a merger, the shareholders of the parent of an economically dominant subsidiary should be treated as shareholders of the subsidiary for purposes of the statute, so that the right to vote the subsidiary's stock on such transactions is passed through the parent to the parent's shareholders.
B. Election of Directors
Legally as well as practically, the board of directors is an independent power center within the corporation." 5 Under most statutes, it has the general power to make all business decisions within the framework of the corporation's enterprise, and a variety of specific powers, such as the power to declare dividends "I and to appoint officers."1 In addition, the statutes often require board as well as shareholder approval for certain structural changes such as merger, sale of substantially all assets, certificate amendment, and dissolution." 8 Nevertheless, the shareholders own the corporation; accordingly, the corporate statutes uniformly require that the corporate organ with the right to exercise these crucial powers be elected by the shareholders."' Who has the power to elect the board of an economically dominant subsidiary? In a corporate complex involving such a subsidiary, the parent's board will have only the most limited functions to perform. Since the operating assets are located in the subsidiary, it is the subsidiary's board, rather than the parent's, which will have the legal power to set business policy and make significant business decisions for the enterprise, appoint the enterprise's operating officers, determine what portion of enterprise earnings will be retained for use in the enterprise and what portion paid out as dividends, and give or withhold concurrent approval of structural changes in the enterprise and the corporate entity in which it is enveloped. That being so, effectuation of the statutory provisions vesting in shareholders the right to elect the persons who can exercise these crucial corporate powers requires that the right to elect the board of such a subsidiary be passed through the parent to the parent's shareholders.
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It might be argued that such a pass-through is unnecessary, on the ground that the right to elect those who elect the subsidiary's board is tantamount to the right to elect the subsidiary's board itself. This argument, however, would fly in the face of experience; in few situation is the right to elect those who elect others the functional equivalent of the right to elect those others directly.' 2 ' Alternatively, it might be argued that election of the 
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subsidiary's board by the parent's shareholders would serve no real purpose, since the subsidiary's board will necessarily be under the control of the parent's board. This argument, however, seems quite circular, since it assumes that the parent's board has the right to elect the board of the subsidiary. If that right is vested in the parent's shareholders, the subsidiary's board would have a power base of its own, through its access to the subsidiary's proxy machinery. In any event, even where a subsidiary's board is elected by the parent's, it is not necessarily under the latter's thumb -for example, it was recently reported that the presidents of three subsidiaries of Universal Container Corporation have combined with a minority faction on Universal's board to launch a proxy fight aimed at unseating the present board majority.' 22 Furthermore, both arguments ignore the fact that the statutes do not simply require that the board be elected by the shareholders; they also limit a director's permissible term of office.
23 If the parent's directors had the right to elect the subsidiary's board, they could elect themselves as directors of the subsidiary for terms ending after the expiration of their terms as directors of the parent. The parent's directors could thereby perpetuate their control over the complex's enterprise beyond the statutorily permissible term and beyond the term for which they were elected by the complex's ownership.
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Another problem would be presented in states where cumulative voting is mandatory, 1 2 5 thereby enabling a sufficiently large block of minority shareholders to acquire board representation. If the parent's stock in the subsidiary were voted by the parent, 16o4 [Vol. 84:1577 it would be voted as a unit; therefore, a bare majority of the parent's board (or, under solution one, of the parent's shareholders) would be able to elect all the members of the subsidiary's board. Minority directors of the parent, and the minority shareholders they represent, could thus be frozen out of membership on the only board with power to control the corporation's enterprise, and mandatory cumulative voting would be completely undercut. Pass-through solves this problem, since it enables the parent's shareholders to vote the subsidiary's stock directly, and therefore to cumulate their votes.
C. Certificate Amendment
Unlike a merger or a sale of substantially all assets, an amendment of a corporation's certificate of incorporation does not in itself materially change the structure of the corporation's enterprise. An amendment may, however, significantly change the relative position of management and shareholders in the control structure enveloping that enterprise, as by increasing authorized stock which could then be issued by the board without further shareholder approval, or by authorizing a new type of business which the board could enter without further shareholder approval. Accordingly, to preserve the rights of the owners of the corporate enterprise, the corporate statutes normally require that amendments of the corporation's certificate be approved by the holders of a majority or two-thirds of the corporation's outstanding shares.
since it held that by virtue of the statutory provisions requiring shareholder approval for certificate amendment, the board could not create a subsidiary with authorized but unissued stock. There is no meaningful distinction in this regard between creation of a subsidiary with authorized but unissued stock, and amendment of a subsidiary's certificate to increase authorized but unissued stock.
Similarly, an amendment authorizing an economically dominant subsidiary to engage in a business previously unauthorized for either the parent or the subsidiary should require the approval of the parent's shareholders; otherwise management could confer upon itself the power to restructure the complex's enterprise without any approval by the complex's owners. 28 On the other hand, an amendment authorizing the subsidiary to engage in a type of business already authorized for the parent should not normally require approval by the parent's shareholders, since it would not significantly augment management's powers over the complex's enterprise. 2 9
D. Dissolution
Corporate dissolution is usually associated with termination of the corporation's enterprise. Even where the enterprise is left intact by dissolution, it is taken out of corporate solution and placed directly into the hands of the shareholders. Thus it is a highly significant economic event, and the statutes normally require that "dissolution" (a term apparently intended to cover both dissolution of the corporate entity and liquidation of the enterprise 130) be approved by the holders of a majority or twothirds of the corporation's outstanding shares. 120 The certificate amendments discussed in the text are of course merely illustrative. As noted, the basic question is whether a given amendment would significantly change the relative position of management and shareholders in the control structure enveloping the enterprise. If it would, approval by the parent's shareholders should be required.
10 See Eisenberg, supra note 62, at 176-77.
Should dissolution of an economically dominant subsidiary require the approval of the parent's shareholders? Normally, no, because in this case a pass-through is not necessary to prevent subversion of the statute. Dissolution of a subsidiary neither alters the complex's enterprise nor brings the enterprise out of corporate solution. Indeed, its effect is to extract a layer of corporate entity lying between the complex's enterprise and the complex's owners, thereby bringing the enterprise one step closer to the owners' control.
III. WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARIES WHICH HOLD LESS THAN SUBSTANTIALLY ALL OF THE COMPLEX'S ASSETS
To what extent are the principles formulated in connection with wholly owned, economically dominant subsidiaries applicable to wholly owned subsidiaries which hold less than substantially all of the complex's assets? In answering this question, two factors must be taken into account. The first of these is that for intracorporate purposes there is little practical difference between such a subsidiary and a corporate division:
[A] "true" division might be defined as an organizational unit that acts in all respects like a subsidiary whose stock is held by the parent or holding company, differing primarily in the fact that it has no legal existence apart from the parent company.
Such a quasi-subsidiary division has a full complement of officers and sales, production, and other functional departments. Also, it often has some form of supervisory or advisory board, which corresponds roughly to the board of directors of a subsidiary company. . . . In extreme cases the division may even be permitted to use "divisional seals" and to go through the motions of declaring dividends.' 3 2
That being so, significant rights of the parent's shareholders should not be made to turn on whether a corporate enterprise is held through a division or through a wholly owned subsidiary. This suggests the following working rule: in the case of a wholly owned (but not economically dominant) subsidiary, the right to vote should normally be passed through to the parent's shareholders if, but only if, the transaction in question would have required the approval of the parent's shareholders had the subsidiary's assets been held by the parent through a division.
The second factor, which runs against the first, is that the (West 1955) 
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16o7 category of wholly owned nondominant subsidiaries includes, by hypothesis, subsidiaries which are not economically significant members of the corporate complex of which they are a part. In the case of such subsidiaries, a pass-through may not be necessary to prevent subversion of the relevant statutory provision; correspondingly, in such cases the benefits resulting from a passthrough may not justify the expense involved. This analysis suggests a second working rule: in the absence of special circumstances, a pass-through should normally be required only in the case of a subsidiary which is an economically significant member of its corporate complex. What constitutes economic significance in this context is, of course, a question of judgment, but objective and well-known guidelines are available. Thus SEC Regulation S-X, which governs the form and content of financial statements under the Securities Acts, provides that:
The term "significant subsidiary" means a subsidiary meeting any one of the following conditions:
(i) The assets of the subsidiary .. .exceed i5 percent of the assets of the parent and its subsidiaries on a consolidated basis.
(2) The sales and operating revenues of the subsidiary exceed 15 percent of the sales and operating revenues of its parent and the parent's subsidiaries on a consolidated basis .... 133 A fifteen or twenty percent boundary line for determining economic significance has also been employed in other corporate contexts, such as provisions of various corporate statutes as to when a merger requires shareholder approval or gives rise to appraisal rights;
134 New York and American Stock Exchange rules requiring shareholder approval for acquisitions of assets;' 35 and the definition of what constitutes a significant amount of assets for purposes of SEC Form 8-K, requiring the reporting of material corporate events.
36 While these provisions are not determinative in the present context, taken together they provide fairly persuasive support for regarding a wholly owned subsidiary as "economically significant" when its assets or revenues comprise at least fifteen percent, although less than substantially all, of the assets or revenues of the corporate complex. Let us now examine the operation of these two working rules on the transactions discussed in Part II.
A. Sale of Substantially All Assets and Merger
Suppose a significant subsidiary proposes to sell its assets. By hypothesis, such assets would comprise less than substantially all of the assets held by the corporate complex. However, it is only a sale of substantially all asssets which requires shareholder approval under the statutes. Therefore, if the subsidiary's assets had been held by the parent through a division, the statutes would have permitted them to be sold without the approval of the parent's shareholders. No reason is apparent why the presence of a subsidiary should give those shareholders greater rights than they would have if the same assets had been held through a division. Accordingly, the sale of substantially all the assets of a significant subsidiary should not require approval of the parent's shareholders under the sale-of-substantially-all-assets provisions.
Mergers present a more complicated problem. Functionally, a merger is a corporate combination achieved through the issuance of stock by one corporation (the "survivor") in exchange for the assets of another (the "transferor"), resulting in a fusion of the two corporations.1 3 ' A merger involving a significant subsidiary in which the subsidiary is the transferor is therefore comparable to a disposition by the parent of a significant amount, but less than substantially all, of its assets in exchange for stock in another corporation. Such a disposition would not require the approval of the parent's shareholders under the sale-of-substantiallyall-assets provisions, since it would involve less than substantially all of the parent's assets. Nor would it require shareholder approval under the merger provisions, since it would not involve a fusion of the parent and the survivor corporation. Therefore, the merger of a significant subsidiary should not require approval of the parent's shareholders under those provisions if the subsidiary is the transferor.
Suppose the subsidiary is the survivor? In that case the merger would be usually comparable to an acquisition by the parent of the assets of another corporation in exchange for a significant amount, but less than substantially all, of the parent's stock. The latter transaction might constitute a merger within the meaning of the statutory merger provisions, since from the perspective of the parent corporation it would involve an economically significant fusion of two corporations (the parent and 1"' See Eisenberg, supra note 62, at 6x-62, 102-04.
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16o 9 the transferor) through the issuance of stock by one (the parent) in exchange for the assets of another (the transferor)."1 s On that basis, it is arguable that a comparable transaction by a significant subsidiary should also require approval by the parent's shareholders. On the other hand, if the subsidiary rather than the parent were the merging corporation, there would be no fusion involving the parent. Therefore, on balance such a transaction probably should not require approval by the parent's shareholders under the merger provisions, except where it is a step in a plan which contemplates fusion of the subsidiary into the parent through a second merger or through liquidation of the subsidiary. 1 9
B. Election of Directors
If an enterprise is owned directly through a division, the board cannot delegate to a group of individuals its legal powers as a board vis-a-vis that enterprise. 4° Furthermore, if the subsidiary is significant, to permit the parent's board to elect the subsidiary's board would be to permit subversion of the statutory requirement that the persons holding those legal powers over an enterprise which are statutorily vested in the board must be elected by the shareholders; of the statutory limits on the length of a director's term of office; and of mandatory provisions for cumulative voting.
4 ' Thus at least in the case of a significant subsidiary, the right to elect the board should be passed through to the parent's shareholders.
On the other hand, where the subsidiary is not significant, in most cases it would be at least arguable that direct election of the subsidiary's board by that of the parent would not subvert ' See id. at 118-21.
' 39 See id. at 138-41. The analysis in this section is restricted to the rights of the parent's shareholders under the statutory provisions referred to. As I have shown elsewhere, the shareholders may have the right to vote on certain sales or corporate combinations even in the absence of a specific statute, under common law principles. For example, a sale of a significant amount, although less than substantially all, of a corporation's assets might require shareholder approval under such principles. See Eisenberg, supra note 62, at 86, 91, 150-57. If that is so, then the parent's shareholders should also have the right to determine whether a significant subsidiary shall sell its assets. Similar reasoning would be applicable to a disposition of a significant amount of assets in exchange for stock rather than cash. [Vol. 84:1577 16io the relevant statutory provisions. By hypothesis, the subsidiary's board would not have a significant role to play in the corporate complex; correspondingly, the benefits to be achieved by passthrough would not justify the costs in most such cases.' 4 2
C. Certificate Amendment
If an enterprise is owned directly through a division, management cannot alter its powers or duties in relation to the enterprise in a manner requiring certificate amendment without obtaining approval of the corporation's shareholders. For example, management can not modify its fiduciary duties toward one of a corporation's divisions by unilaterally amending the corporation's certificate to permit interested-director transactions involving that division. No reason is apparent why management should be able to accomplish the same result simply because the enterprise is segregated into a wholly owned subsidiary rather than a (functionally equivalent) division. Furthermore, it may be that in this case the approval of the parent's shareholders should be required even if the subsidiary is not economically significant. Otherwise, management could escape the confines of the parent's certificate of incorporation simply by causing the amendment of a subsidiary's certificate. For example, if the parent is not authorized to engage in a given business, management should not be able to engage in that business through a subsidiary, without approval of the parent's shareholders, even if the subsidiary holds only, say, five percent of the complex's assets.
D. Dissolution
It has already been seen that dissolution of an economically dominant subsidiary should not require approval of the parent's shareholders, since its effect is to bring those shareholders one step closer to the underlying assets. 4 ' If the dissolution of a subsidiary which holds substantially all of a complex's assets should not require approval of the parent's shareholders, it follows that neither should the dissolution of a subsidiary which holds less than substantially all assets.
142 One situation in which a pass-through of the right to elect the board should perhaps be required, even in the case of a subsidiary which is not significant, is where a substantial amount of the parent's assets are held through such subsidiaries, since the parent's shareholders would otherwise have no direct voice in the election of those directors who have effective control over a substantial amount of the parent's assets. 143 See pp. 16o6-07 supra.
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IV. SUBSIDIARIES IN WHICH PERSONS OTHER THAN THE PARENT OWN A SIGNIFICANT INTEREST (PUBLICLY HELD SUBSIDIARIES)
In Parts II and III it was assumed that the parent owned substantially all of the subsidiary's stock. In this part we will consider the case of the publicly held subsidiary -that is, the case in which a significant interest in the subsidiary is owned by persons other than the parent. As in the case of wholly owned subsidiaries, it will be useful to begin with those subsidiaries in which the parent's equity constitutes substantially all of its assets.
A. Where the Equity in the Subsidiary Constitutes
Substantially All of the Parent's Assets r. The interests of the parent's shareholders. -If the parent's equity in a subsidiary constitutes substantially all of the parent's assets, the reasons for passing through the right to vote on a sale of the subsidiary's assets, a merger of the subsidiary, an election of its board, or an amendment of its certificate, would not seem to be made any less compelling by the fact that persons other than the parent also own a significant interest in the subsidiary. Nevertheless, the presence of such an outside interest does introduce certain complexities into the analysis. One complexity is relatively mechanical -the economic focus is shifted slightly, from the importance of the subsidiary's assets to the importance of the parent's equity in the subsidiary. A second complexity goes somewhat deeper. It will be recalled that disregard of the corporate entity is one of the concepts which pass-through draws upon for support: It might be thought that this concept is more apposite when the subsidiary is wholly owned than when it is not, since in the former case the subsidiary is functionally similar to a division, while in the latter case the subsidiary's entity is likely to be clearly delineated. Under this view, the parent would have the power to vote the stock of a publicly held subsidiary, although in particular types of transactions the parent's shareholders as a body might be the corporate organ with the right to determine how the parent would exercise that power.' However, such a view, while plausible, is unsound. On a conceptual level, it is the entity of the parent which pass-through flow from these transactions:
If . . . a controlling interest [in one corporation is acquired by another] the [acquired] company . . . will become a subsidiary of the acquiring company . . . and cease, in fact though not in law, to be an independent entity ...
[T]he parent company will wish to operate the subsidiary for the benefit of the group as a whole and not necessarily for the benefit of that particular subsidiary.
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The self-interest of those who control the parent will lead them to favor the parent in such transactions. The lower the parent's percentage of ownership, the greater will be the temptation to favor the parent unduly.
The checks on such self-dealing are few. In theory, of course, the fairness of such transactions is reviewable by the courts; but in practice such review would be difficult even if the courts had the will to engage in it,' 49 and they have often lacked the will.
0
A different kind of check may exist where the parent's controlling interest is significantly less than a majority. In such cases, gross exploitation of the subsidiary might be eschewed simply because it could goad the outsiders into a proxy fight, or, alternatively, drive down the price of the subsidiary's stock and make it worthwhile for an outsider to acquire an overmatching control block. Suppose, however, that the parent owns the majority block in the subsidiary. In that case, even this possible check would fail if the parent's shares were voted as a unit. But if the right to vote the subsidiary's stock were passed through to the parent's shareholders, the efficacy of this check on unfair dealings might be reinstated. In at least some cases, the subsidiary's outside shareholders could gain control of the subsidiary by purchasing shares of the parent, and adding the pass-through votes adhering to those shares to the votes on their stock in the subsidiary. Even if the outside shareholders do not actually buy shares in the parent, the fact that they could do so may keep the parent honest.
(b) Loss of Control Value of Stock. -A related problem which arises if a parent's majority block of shares is voted as a unit, is that the stock held by the minority shareholders becomes de facto nonvoting stock; except for transactions which require approval by two-thirds of outstanding shares, voting by the minority is an all but meaningless gesture. This in turn is likely to find reflection in the value of the minority's shares. Where a corporation is controlled by individuals, an element of control value normally attaches even to those voting shares which are not presently members of the control block. Since such a block faces dismemberment by death and taxes, voting shares which are not members of today's control block may become members of tomorrow's, and that fact should be reflected in their price. 5 ' A parent corporation, on the other hand, has perpetual life. If, therefore, a parent's majority block could be voted as a unit, the minority stock would be permanently condemned to de facto nonvoting status, and the element of control value that normally attaches to the voting right would be lost.
At least in some cases, pass-through could restore voting rights and control value to the minority shares. On any given issue, a combination of the subsidiary's outside shareholders and some, although less than a majority, of the parent's shareholders could prevail. Comparably, persons seeking control of the subsidiary might now be willing to buy shares of the minority shareholders, since control of the subsidiary could be obtained by combining these shares with shares of the parent.
(c) Pyramiding. -The two problems already described may be compounded by pyramiding.
This involves the owning of a majority of the stock of one corporation which in turn holds a majority of the stock of another -a process which can be repeated a number of times. An interest equal to slightly more than a quarter or an eighth or a sixteenth or an even smaller proportion of the ultimate property to be controlled is by this method legally entrenched. By issuing bonds and nonvoting preferred stock of the intermediate companies the process can be accelerated. . . . The owner of a majority of the stock of the company at the apex of a pyramid can have almost as complete control of the entire property as a sole owner even though his ownership interest is less than one percent of the whole. 
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In the 1920's, fantastic corporate pyramids were constructed, particularly, although not exclusively, in the public utility sector.' 53 Pyramiding in that sector came under legal control by virtue of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935-1r However, there is little direct legal control over pyramiding in other sectors,' 55 and while pyramiding has apparently subsided, it has by no means disappeared.', A major vice of pyramiding is that it tends to magnify the problems of the outside shareholders. The risk of unfair intercorporate transactions is increased, because ultimate voting power is so enormously disproportionate to ultimate investment stake. And because pyramiding is usually associated with high-ratio debt leverage, corporations closer to the apex may draw excessive funds out of corporations closer to the base in order to service their own debt obligations.
57
For the same reason, corporate pyramids tend to be financially unstable, since failure at any one level may resonate throughout the entire system. '-5 The problem of pyramiding faced by outside shareholders in publicly held subsidiaries would be significantly ameliorated by the pass-through. A major foundation of pyramiding is the supposed legal rule that the parent's stock in a subsidiary is voted as a unit. If the right to vote the subsidiary's stock is passed through the parent to its shareholders, however, pyramiding loses much of its appeal to the promoter. To illustrate, suppose that Corporation A owns fifty-one percent of the stock of Corporation B. If A can vote its stock in B as a unit, then a fifty-one percent interest in A can be pyramided into absolute control of B, although it represents only about a twenty-six percent equity interest in B. If, however, the right to vote the B stock is passed through A to A's shareholders, it becomes possible "' There is at least one indirect control. The New York Stock Exchange generally refuses to list common stock of a corporation in which 30% or more of the common stock is held by another publicly held corporation, or which is otherwise controlled through a voting pyramid, principally on the ground that stock should carry voting rights, and that voting rights should he related to investment. Letter from Merle S. Wick, supra note 98.
" 'o See, e.g holders, outweighing the advantages of pass-through to themselves. Similarly, the parent's shareholders might believe that without pass-through the effect of the parent's stock in the subsidiary's voting process would be maximized. That is, a shareholder of the parent might believe that it is to his overall advantage to forego his ability to vote stock in the subsidiary against a proposed action where he disagrees with the majority of the parent's shareholders, since in return he would be assured that whenever his voting wishes coincide with a majority of such shareholders, the full strength of the parent's block in the subsidiary would be placed behind his position. However, the advantages to the outside shareholders that may flow from pass-through are not necessarily disadvantages to the parent's shareholders. That the minority's shares retain an element of control value does not decrease the subsidiary's earnings, which are normally the parent's principal concern, nor does it necessarily decrease the value of the shares held by the parent. Undermining the foundation of a potential pyramid may be disadvantageous for some of the parent's shareholders but advantageous for others, since the parent might be as vulnerable to pyramiding as the subsidiary. As to intercorporate transactions, it is true that dollars which the subsidiary's outside shareholders may save because of constraints on unfair intercorporate dealings are dollars that would otherwise have gone into the pockets of the parent's shareholders. On the other hand, an interest in the power to deal unfairly does not present a very attractive case for legal protection. Nor is it clear that the parent's shareholders themselves would regard such an interest as a legitimate one. As for the second possible drawback of pass-through, the fact that the parent's shareholders might not welcome the diminishment in the voting power of the parent's block that pass-through entails must be balanced against the undeniable possibility of damage to the same shareholders that could occur if major corporate decisions, such as director election "I' and certificate amendment, 6 2 were to occur without pass-through. On balance, therefore, the rules applicable to wholly owned significant subsidiaries should also be applicable to publicly held subsidiaries in which the parent's equity is economically significant.
Suppose, finally, that the parent's equity in a publicly held subsidiary is less than a significant amount of the parent's assets. Generally speaking, the interests of the parent's shareholders do not require pass-through in such cases. ' The major interests 161 See pp. 1602-05, I6io-iI supra. 162 See pp. 16o5-o6, 161I supra. 163 See p. 16o8 supra.
